Cell death in the ventral region of the neural retina during the early development of the chick embryo eye.
The present study deals with morphologic and quantitative changes that take place in the area of cell death in the ventral part of the presumptive retinal wall of the chick embryo. These changes were followed from the optic vesicle stage until the first optic fiber fascicles leave the neural retina. Our results show that both the volume occupied by the area of cell death and the density of its pyknotic fragments undergo considerable variation during the period between Hamburger and Hamilton's (1951) stages 12 to 20. In the optic vesicle stages, cell death in the ventral wall of the vesicle was observed in 50 to 75% of the embryos studied. During stages 14 and 15, this zone was seen in more than 90%. By the time invagination of the optic cup was complete, the ventral retinal zone of cell death had disappeared entirely in a large proportion of embryos; in all others, it shrank significantly both in volume and density of pyknotic fragments. In stage 19, when the first optic fiber fascicles begin to emerge from the retina, a dramatic increase occurs in the number of pyknotic fragments in the posterior pole of the retina. The appearance of dying cells, in a region shortly to be traversed by developing ganglion cell axons, supports the hypothesis that cell death processes are apparently somehow related to the creation of a suitable environment for the emergence of fibers toward the optic stalk. Densities of mitotic and interphasic cells as well as the mitotic index were determined in both the retinal zone of cell death and in areas devoid of dead cells. In all developmental stages analyzed, the mitotic index was notably lower in the former than in non-necrotic zones, suggesting that cell proliferation is partially inhibited in retinal areas of cell death.